frictional, vadiable-area flow differential form on thebai{q~_. The basic equations -are first stated in tezms of pres~ure, temperature, denait,y, and velocity of the fluid. Considerable simplification and unification of the e@a-tions is then achieved by choosing the square of~he local Mach nmber as one of the variables to describe tbe flow.
The transformed system of equations thus obtained is first ""-" examined with regard to the existence of a solution. It is shown that, in ger@ral, a solution exists tiose calculation requires knowledge only of-the variation with position of any three of the dependent variables of tbe system. The directian of change of the flow variables can be obtained directly from the transformed equations without integration. As examples of this application of the equations, tiledirection of ukange of the flow variable6 is de*-er-". mined far two special flows.
In the particular case when the local Mach special condition must be satisfied by the flow exist. This condition restricts the jo~nt rate heating, friction, and area at M = 1. Further that when a solution exists at this~int it ie Um.ique .
number M = 1, aif a solution-@ to of variation of analysie indicates not necessarily
Finally it is shown that the physical phenomenon of'choking, which is tiown to occur in certain simple flow situati~, is -.
related to restrictions imposed on the variablee by th-efozm"-'oy the transformed equations. The pbencmenon of choking is thus given a nxn?egeneral significance in that the transfonaed equations apply to a more general type of flow than has hitherto been treated. In the present paper, such simplification is effected by generalizing the familiar "one-dimensional"or hydraulic trcafmen~of fluid flow to include the simultanaoua effects of heat addition, "--friction, and area change upon the flow of a compresslblo fluid rather tlmm by attempting to show that the one-dirmnsicnlal~prox-imation follows from a simplification of the bydrodynarn!cand heat-F flow equations in their general three-dim~nalonal form. The generalization leads to one-dimensional equations in differential foxmw hich are identical with equations~re~iousl.yused by other investigators in less general cams.
Generalized consenation equations have been derived In appendix A in order that a complete and logical bast~for the tlmory May be accessible to the reader. The resulting theory is intended to serve as a foundation in differential form for calculatwm of all types of mathematically continuous (that is, shocklcss) tlOW of p6r-fect gases to which the one-dimensional approximation is applicable. Thus the tkeory applie8 direct-lyto compressible flow tn combustion chambers and alao, with but slight modification, to flow in turbines and compressors (cf. refmence 5) and nozzles and diffusers whenever the one-dimensional approximation is valid.
In order to obtain comenient and unified oquat-~the g~n-eralized relations.are tranflformedby introduci variable, the square of the local Mach nmber~E~w~~~~e -. and temperature are chosen as the a&Etioual basic variables; otbor relevant flow variables (for example, density, velOcitY~~%"-flow] may be expressed in terms of Mach number squared, pressure, and temperature. Values of M from zero ta imffiitiyare considered; the treatment is therefore ap~licable t~both subsonic and aupersonlc flow . The variable M has been used throughout differential treatments by Gukhman (refere~ce 6), Bailey (reference 7), and Nielsen (reference 8), who investigated vartous examples of frictional, dtabati.cccmmressible flow. A related variable E = (7-1)M2[[2 + (7-l)M2~, which can be used altezmatively with M,_ will be discussed briefly in appendix B. Pertinent~pers in which M is not used extensively are references 9 and 10, which repart studies of isothemal and of adiabatic frictional flow, respectively. A treatment of frictionless diabatic compressible flow carried out by SZczeniowski (reference-n) is pmtly in differential fozm. The same subject, using the M l.~uage without differential fcnmulation, is discussed in reference 12. The variable M has also been employed to advantage in reference 5 for analysis of compressible flow t~o~h t~b~es and compre~sorB, a re~ted field that is not specific-ally discussed in the present paper.
In the general case, the differential equations obtained in the present treatment do not permit of formal integration; but being of the first order, they are particularly suenable to numerical metlnods. "-A solution of the system is shown to exist, except possibly at sonic velocity, and the behavior of the solution in this neighborhood IEJ investigated. From tlm differential equations useful.information may be easily obtained about direction of changes in the flow variables. Choking is shown to be a consequence of'a certain property of the equations.
-.
THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATION
Basic Equations .
The "one-dimcmsionel" steady-flow theory utilizes a model consisting of a psrfect gas contained within a duct, across any section of which the flQw variables are constant. Only the component of velocity normal to the section la considered; body forces are neglected, and heat, whether supplied by combustion, conversion of frictional work, or conduction from the walls, is assumed to be transferred instantaneowly and completely but only transversely throughout the cross section, which may be of variable area. Each flow variable can tlnzsbe considere& as a function of a single parameter, say the distance along the axis of tho tube, tience the term "one dimensional."
The conventional variables -pressure, temperatures density, and velocity h one-dimensional flow -are connected by four relations derivable from the fzrst law of thm.modynamtis, the conservation of'mass, the second law of motion, and the tho~l equation of' state for a yerfect gas.
The'four relations are:
Equation of motion
Equation of state
The specific beat at constant do not vary in the flow. The -dp = pVdV + pm (3)
ressure Cp and tbe me condxmt R aymbole p, V, ?9 and T, re8poc- -.
. tively, stand for densfty, v610cZty, absolut& Btaiifcpressure, h absolute static temperature. The pipe area; which may be variable, is represe,nteri by A. Heat added per @t mass is indicated by Q, ' and work per unit mass done~ainst friction by l?. Consistent units are used throughout. In equationa (1) throud (4) each variabkr is to he considered as a as the distance x along the tion of flow; and, of course, is then given by du ftiction of"a-si@e-pa&&eti:
such" tube considered .positivo .~fi the.direc-._ the meani~of each differential du . .
Equations (1) to (3) are customarily used without explicit rec@&ni'ticm of their trua meaning with regard tu the ono-dimensional approximation. The interpretation of the quantity &l? in particular is often obscure. In order to provide a logical, unified bnsis for the theory, equations (1) to (3) are derived in apptiix A; special -.
care is taken to kee~the derivations within the framework of the one-dimensional approximation.~.
.
The validity of the on.c-dimensioml approximation de~ends upn the assumption of'the uniformity of flow conditions across a glano _-fl "'" normal to the direction of flow. Experience baa shown that this .-assumption constitutes an adequate approximation in many special cases; in particular, tith subsonic tmbulent flOW in low gfws _ without separation, the reasonably flat velocity profile permits the use of equations derived on thts basis. In cases involving incomplete growth of boundary layer or where separation of flow occurs, however, there is grave doubt as to the applicability of a oneditnensionaltreatment. Although boundary-layer effects are somewhat amenable to calculation, the occurrence of separation is difficult or impossible to predict and the question of applicability must usually be determined by expeti.mentor estimated by experience.
The one-dimensional approximation would not be valid if oblique shocks occur in the flow. Nor can tiormalshocks, if treated as flow discontinuities, be handled in the differential form of the present approximate ion. If, however, In equations (1) and (3), dQ and "dF are considered to deyend upon the derivatives of T smd T and if heat and momentum transfer in the direction of flow is allowed, thenthe equations for continuous no-l shock (referenco l(c), p. 219) can be put in the fozm of equations (1) 
to (4).
In the development and use of equations (1) to (4) various approximations are made, such as neglecting the squares of velocity components normal to the direction of flow, replacing the sqmre of the cosine of the half-angle by unity, and assuming the cmstancy of R and Cp. In this paper no attempt is made to state under what circumstances such approximations E&S suitable.
TRANSFORMl!KON OF EQUATIONS

Change of Variables
A canonical form for equations (1) to (4) is.obtained by taking logarithmic derivatives and choosing as a variable the square of the local kch number
M2~N . V2 /yRT
where y is the ratio of specific heats. This choice to obtain simplification of the equations is not unique; similar advantages result vtth other dimensionless combinations of velocity squared and a temperature. For instance, some workers have used the ratio of d~mic temperature to total Temperature; in appendix B @ the present report are presented the canonical differential equations in terms of this variable. If equations (l), (2) , (3), and (4) are divided by CPT, PVA, . P) and p/RpT, respectively, there resulb dv dp dA -+ -=---Vp A (7) dp dT dp --
With use of equation (5)~the expressi,on for dV/V obtained by logarithmic dif$'oren.tiation of equntiori (5),.
. .
UpOn elimination of alp/p, there are foti
where the dimeneionlese quantities de, da, and dp have been introduced to simplify the following analysis. .
Solution for Logarithmic Differentials
If the determinant formed by the coefficients of &l/N, alp/p) and dT/T in eqna~. ions (U.), (12) , and (13) is not identically zero, the equations may be solved uniquely for these.three di-:ferenbial.a. As the determlr~t tn queBtion la proprtionai to (I-N), which vmiahes only for N = 1, the solution is o%tained as follows:
It is also convenient to record the d?.fferentialexpressions for the density p and velocity V:
Application of Second Law of Thermodynamics
The first law of thermodynamics was used irithe fmmul.ation of the basic equations; the second law of thermodynamics maybe employed.to furnish additional information. The entropy differential dS for a qerfect gas is given (cf. reference 13 Equations (14), (15), and (16) can be rewritten ae
where the primes indicate differentiatlan with re8pect to x. This system clearly satisf3.es,except at N = 1, the condition of the fundamental existence theorem (see, for example, reference 14) when Q, F, and A are differentiable. Eence a Solution exists except at sonic velocity and may be obtained formally when~ssiblo, and by standard numerical "methodsotherwise, as soon as the functions Q, F, and A (or their derivati-~es)are specified, Mx'e @ner-ally, the system may bo s~lved In aimikr fashion for any three of the variables N, p, T, Q} F, and A as functions of X, when the variation with x of the other three .isprescribed. Also it may be noted that as all the foregoing variables are funciions of one parameter, any two may be considered as functions of each other under suitablo circumstances,
Direction of Change of Flow Variables
In practical as well as in theoretical work it is frequently ueeful to be able ta determine tbe direction of ch~e of flow quantities with respect to heat addition, friction, or area variation witbaut troubling to get quantitative i~ormation from lntograted forma. Equations (14) to (18) (or (22) to (24))~ermit the specification of signs of derivatives _at -particuk. point and also throughout certain regione of flow. Thus equation (14) shows that in subsonic flow tbe eff'ectof positive 8', p', or a', is to increaso N, whereas for supersonic flow the effect is to decrease N. When the derivatives have different sigus, the net , effect will depend upon the algebraic mm of the scparata contri.butio~. It is easily seen from equations (14) to (18) that for the entire range of N from zero to infinity
These results are given in reference 12. By use of the chain rule for the derivative of a function of a function, the sign of the derivative of any of the flow variables with respect to any of the others may be obtained; thus, from equations (25) and (29) (See also related discussion in reference 8.) uation 114) will be used to determine the direction of change of N with respect to x. If the heat addition is only through the wall, which is at temperature Tw, the heat added per unit mass of flui& in passing a distance dx along the tube is given by .-
Behavior of Solution at Sonlo Velocity
The differential equations (14) to (18) must be examined as to behavior at the singular point N = 1. In order that the logarithmic differentials maybe defined at this point, it ig necessary that d~sde + @ + da vanish suitably at N = 1; that is, 1 only at the end of the duct. This situation is illustrated by the "choked" converging nozzle and by the frictional diabatic flow, which is treated in the previous section. Equation (36) is formally satisfied at the end of a duct where d6, dp , and da may be considered to vanish for all values of N.
Between the ends of a duct, however, dp must always vanish where N = 1. This condition shows that at N = 1 arbitrary variations of de, dp, and da are not possible. A specific illustration is the ideal nozzle in which de = d~= O; according to equation (36), da is then restricted to the value 0, which means that the area has a stationary value at N = 1. This is the WSllknown result that sonic velocity can be attained only i.nthe throat of an ideal nozzle in shockless flow. A quite similar treatment applies for the cases where de and d~are the quantities to be investigated. (See pertinent material in references 5 to 12.) Condition (36), which was.necessitated by the presence of the determinant (1-N)/2 in equations (14) to (18) is thus seento provide a unification of the treatznentof the flow behavior in the neighborhood of sonic velocity.
Combination of the second law of thermodynamics with equation (36) also yields limitations on the behavior of the flow at N=l.
According to equations (21) and (36), at sonic velocity
These results may be stated in words to the effect that in converging or constant-area channels at N = 1, neither the heat term de = dQ/cpT nor the entropy term dS/cp ! can be positive. In diverging channels these two terms -y be"either positive or neg-!ative. If either dO or d~is ever@here 0, relation (21) yields more detailed results. 
The double-valuedness of'the derivative at N = 1 will have important consequences in that a unique solution of the equations may not be obtained when N = 1 along the flow path. In general, It will be possible to continue the solution from N = 1 along either of two paths, depending on the choice of sign. fi certain "cases, depending on the signs of $.' and PO", one sign will correspond to continuatiorrinto subsonic flow, the other into supersonic; otherwise the two choices will correspond to different continuations into flow of the same character. This result means that specification of initial conditions and of varlati.onof de, d~, and da alone is not suffic%$nt to insure a unique solution if N becomes unity along the flow. In the event that the radicand 1s zero, it is possible that only one solution is obtained; or it may happen that some higher derivative is double-valued with resulttng ambiguity OF solution. The analysis for thts case is somewhat involved and will not be continued here.
It is interesting to note that a less general problem of the same nature has been presented by Lorenz (reference 16) and Prandtl and Proell (reference 17), Some of this work is possibly more accessible in reference 18.
The Phenomenon of Chokhg .
*
The general equations (11), (12) , and (13) impose restrictions on the relations between the flow variables and the heat, friction} and area variation. When these restrictions take the form of upper or lower limits on mass flow, the associated phenomena are termed "choking" processes. As an example, it is well known that the ideal nozzle has for given subsonic entry conditions a maximum mass flow beyond which the discharge cannot be increased no matter how much the exit pressure is lowered. Another case is "thermal choking," wherein the entrance Mach number and hence mass flow in diabatic, frictionless, constant-area flow is limited for given heat additim despite indefinite reductions in outlet pressure (reference 12).
The nature oi'choking may be studied with the help of equation (22), which was derived simply from the basic equations. It will be shown that unless heat, friction, and area variation are such that (l-N) times the right-hand side of equation (22) changes from positive to negative as x increases, the Mach number in the tube cannot become greater than 1 if the entrance velocity is subsonic and cannot become less than 1 if the entrance velocity is supersonic, provided that the flw variables r-in cont~uous. If Y changee from positivQ to negattvo at x .~, however, the value of N may cross unity at that point, but if Y ls-i.~ni-tially negative, N goes away frtitn unity EM previously shown and can only turn toward unity if Y changes from negatlvo to positive; this change must be made at some value of N other th~1. After Y has changed to positive, th? situation reduces to the o&so that Y is always positive, w~th tho "N where Y changes sign now taken as the entrance N.
It has been shown that up to some fixed pnirrtin the tube, which oan bo ,eitherthe eXit or the point at which Y changes from positive to nogatiwj-N and .the~c~orethe Mach number do not become greater than 1 if tho entoriw velocity is sutisonicnor ices than 1 if tho entertng velcolty ia suyersoni,c.
Furthermore, if Y is posittve up to the Tolnt at which IV is limited, the derivative 'ofN lmfore this point ie always positive if the entering flow is subsonic and 1s always negative if %hc cmtering flow is supersonic. Thus, for positivo Y and subsonic entrance vclooity the ontranco N cannot exceed some limiting value less than 1 dctormined by the particular Q, F, -A variation, for N is alwa~s ticreaafng from its Initial>luo and cannot exceed 1; and, by analogous considerations fcr positive Y and supersonic entrance vo~oci.ty, N cannot he less than some limiting value greater than 1. This limitation IS essentially the choking phcnomen~n, The specific form this limitation takes is not easily fftatod in the goncral case, because the choice of which factors ara to.bc held constant and of which vmriabloe are to be considered limited dctei+minestbo particular form of.the restrictions. Numerical rosulte for soim-particular cases are given In referoncc 12, amcõ thers, to illustrate"the nature of possible resulte. It Is felt that additional spackl cases shculd b~invest@tc& before a tho.mugb study of the genaral case is attempted. .kctuallythe heat liberated by combustion might be "aonslderodas Tart of internal energy ; or the external surroundin~might be considered to include the fuel; or the first law might be generalized to include venient but must one of'the bases heat sourc%s. be understood mentioned. The vector form of the second law of motion for continuous media states that the integral of the density of surface forces over a closed.surface is equal to t-heintegral of the density tdraes the particle derivative of the veloclty over the volume enclosed by the surface. In order to detemine the wmrk done in terms of the variables T and a, the procedure is to move thin sections f~csn%Leizzoriginal poeitions, given in eaoh case by Xa, tO their fm poBit:ons~b, to find the work done by each of thm~a d then to add up the work dono for all the sectians. that the work done againgt friction when the onbi.re previously described is equal also to (55) whence it follows, since the intervalB for both integrations are tirbi.%ra.ry, that The differential equation of motion Is finally -dp = pvdv + pd.l?
The connection between dl? and the differential loss in stagnation pressure (-d~) can, with the help of equations (14) and (15) 
This replacement represents a one-to-one transformation of N into !2 "in the range O to infinity for N, O to 1 for Z.
In order to illustrate the form that some of the earlier equations take under this transformation, equations (14) , (15) , and (16) are written in terms of Z, dp 2,7 I.-I-Z ( Y -= -----z dedp-- 
